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Geometric morphometrics is widely used to study underlying causal factors in phenotypic evolution and to reconstruct evolutionary history of phenotypes. However, non-linearities in the phenotypic landscape may exist such that analytical solutions derived from comparison of phenotypes in morphospace may have complex or contradictory relationships in the space of the underlying factors. Ancestral reconstruction of horn morphology based on two mammalian ungulates illustrates how biologically improbable results can arise from the mathematical properties of geometric morphometric morphospaces. Raup’s shell coiling equations are used to illustrate the potential for contradictory conclusions to be drawn from ancestral reconstructions in parameter spaces (such as measurements of levels of gene expression or allele frequencies) versus shape spaces (such as morphospaces based on phenotypic analysis). These examples are generalizable to many real morphometric studies, suggesting that care should be taken when drawing conclusions about genetic, developmental, or environmental processes based on morphometric analyses. Dense sampling of shape space and the use of fully multivariate and, perhaps, non-linear methods can help forestall potential problems.
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Belyaev’s experiment with fox domestication exposed a remarkable phenotypic transformation. By selecting foxes for “tame” dog-like behavior, dog-like phenotypes emerged: piebald color patterns, drooping ears, and curled wagging tails (Belyaev, 1979; Belyaev et al., 1984). The existence of parallel traits in the two species are what Vavilov (1922) called “homologous series” in variation, shared genetic components in otherwise different genetic backgrounds. The linked transformations in these traits is an example of pleiotropy (Trut et al., 2013), the effect of one or a few genes on several disparate traits, and this particular set of connections extends so deeply in mammal phylogeny that parallel changes observed in other domestic species have been referred to as the “domestication syndrome” (Wilkins et al., 2014; Sánchez-Villagra et al., 2016). Pleiotropy and homologous series, along with other kinds of genetic and developmental factors, provide the biological underpinnings for what is sometimes called the phenotypic landscape, which describes the complex and frequently non-linear relationship between phenotypes and their underlying biological and environmental factors. The complexity of these underlying links have important implications for morphometrics because they may channel biological change along paths that are not the shortest or most direct from a purely morphometric perspective (Arnold et al., 2001; Klingenberg, Leamy, 2001; Hansen, 2006, 2008; Polly, 2008).

This paper explores the tension between geometric morphometric and biological models of phenotypic transformations. Morphometrics provide the analytical apparatus for measuring, ordinating, and comparing phenotypes – especially phenotypic shape – but its mechanics are purely mathematical. Evolution, development, and genetics are the processes by which one phenotype is transformed into another, and their mechanics are biological. When mathematical and biological paths between phenotypes differ, the phenotypic transformations predicted by morphometrics may contradict those predicted from biological processes. I first review the mathematical properties of geometric morphometric spaces to show how paths through them are defined. Then I review the concept of the phenotypic landscape and how a linear transformation in underlying genetic or developmental factors can produce a highly non-linear change in phenotypes (or vice versa). Then, using two hypothetical examples, I show how tracing paths through geometric morphometric morphospace – paths of the sort associated with ancestral shape reconstruction or other evolutionary modeling exercises – can produce results contradictory to the underlying biology of the change. The possibility of such contradictions has implications for how we use geometric morphometrics to study phylogeny or underlying genetic and developmental factors, so the paper ends with a discussion of practices that will help avoid misinterpretations.

Geometric morphometrics and morphospaces

Arguably the central concept of geometric morphometrics is the morphospace, a multivariate hypervolume in which each point represents distinct configuration of landmarks and which is scaled so that distances between objects equal the distances between their original shapes (Bookstein, 1991; Rohlf, 1993; Mitteroecker, Hutteger, 2009).

Fig. 1 illustrates the mathematical properties of a typical morphospace. To produce such a space, three dimensional landmarks are applied to the object being analysed (six shells in this case). The landmarks are then registered to a common coordinate system using Procrustes superimposition, which rotates, translates, and rescales the points to minimize the sum of squared distances between the shapes (Rohlf, Slice, 1990). Principal component axes (PCs) are extracted using singular value decomposition of the covariance matrix of the superimposed coordinates (Dryden, Mardia, 1998). The PC axes, which are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, form the orthogonal axes of the multivariate morphospace. Each dimension of the space has an axis that represents a linear combination of landmark coordinates that covary with one another as the axis is traced from its negative to positive end. There is one axis for each degree of freedom in the data set, which is $2k-4$ for two dimensional landmarks or $3k-7$ for three dimensional landmarks, where $k$ is the number of landmarks (Dryden, Mardia, 1998; Zelditch et al., 2004).

Each point in the morphospace corresponds to a unique configuration of landmarks (a unique shape). The addresses of objects on the axes are known as scores, which are simply the Cartesian coordinates of the position of a point along the several PCs. The scores on PC 1 for Dalmanella are illustrated in Fig. 1. Each axis of the space represents a spectrum of shapes that are described by a single linear combination of the landmark coordinates. The shape variation associated with the first two PC axes are illustrated with a series of shape models. These models were constructed along a line in which the score on all PCs except the one of interest are zero (scores of each shape model are reported underneath it). A position that is not precisely on the axis has a shape that corresponds to the additive combination of models on all of the PCs. For example, Dalmanella, which has scores 0.42 on PC 1 and 0.20 on PC 2 has a shape that is sum of the relevant shape models on PCs 1 and 2. The distance between two objects in the morphospace can be calculated as the Euclidean distance between their scores, as shown in Fig. 1.

Presuming that the morphospace was constructed from a covariance matrix as described above, that distance is identical to the so-called Procrustes distance, which is the summed distance between corresponding landmarks in the superimposed shapes. Thus, the scores completely describe the shape of each object and can be substituted for the Procrustes coordinates in subsequent statistical analyses (Dryden, Mardia, 1998). Because the scores on each axis are uncorrelated with scores on other axes and because the number of dimensions is equal to the degrees of freedom in the data set, the scores are more appropriate for many statistical analyses than the original Procrustes coordinates (Rohlf, 1993). The PC scores are therefore frequently referred to as shape variables.

Geometric morphometric morphospaces have two properties that are important for this discussion. First, and arguably most important, is that a vector in morphospace represents the shortest geometric transformation between one shape and another (Klingenberg, Leamy, 2001; Klingenberg, Monteiro, 2005). Second, any mathematical operation involving vectors or non-linear trajectories of change can be performed in the morphospace and converted into their corresponding shapes. Consequently, biologically interesting analyses such as predicting the effects of a selection vector on shape (Klingenberg, Leamy, 2001; Myers et al., 2006; Klingenberg et al., 2010;
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The mathematics of a geometric morphometric morphospace. This morphospace was created with a principal components ordination of six shells, the three-dimensional landmarks of which were first Procrustes superimposed. See text for details.

Martínez-Abadías et al., 2011), comparing ontogenetic trajectories (Zelditch et al., 1992; Viðarsdóttir et al., 2002; Mitteroecker et al., 2005; Klingenberg, 2016), reconstructing an ancestral shape based on the topology of a phylogenetic tree (Rohlf, 2002; Klingenberg, Gidaszewski, 2010; Gómez-Robles et al., 2013; Mounier, Lahr, 2016), or simulating phenotypic evolution using a Brownian motion or Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model (Polly, 2004; Clavel et al., 2015; Polly et al., 2016) can, in principle, be accomplished effectively in a geometric morphometric morphospace by extrapolating vector paths or other more complex transects through it.

However, the fact that the shortest mathematical distance between two shapes is not necessarily the biologically simplest way to transform one phenotype into another has potentially profound consequences for how realistic the results of these operations will be (Bookstein, 2016).

Phenotypic landscapes and morphometrics

Phenotypic landscapes are representations of the genotype-phenotype map that describe transformations between phenotypes based on their relationship with underlying genetic, developmental, and environmental factors (Nijhout, 2002, 2007, 2008; Rice, 2002, 2004; Wolf, 2002). Phenotypic landscapes are not adaptive landscapes, although the two have clear relationships to one another. An adaptive landscape describes fitness as a function of underlying genetic factors or phenotypic traits (Fig. 2, a, b) (Wright, 1932; Simpson, 1944; Lande, 1976; Arnold et al., 2001). One could also imagine developmental or environmental factors on the axes, but the key identifying feature of an adaptive landscape is the height of the surface represents fitness. In contrast, the height of a phenotypic landscape’s surface represents a trait’s value as a function of the underlying factors that influence it (Fig. 2, c). Phenotypic landscapes provide the maps between the underlying factors and complex, multi-trait phenotypes, providing a conceptual bridge between morphometrics and the biological factors that produce phenotypic transformations (Polly, 2008).

A frequent goal of morphometric analysis is to deduce underlying biological factors or to test hypotheses about the effects of such factors on phenotypic change, whether they be genetic, developmental, or evolutionary (Bookstein, 1991; Klingenberg, 2002; Adams et al., 2004, 2013; Zelditch et al., 2004; Polly, Motz, 2017). For such studies the phenotypic landscape matters. If the relationship with the underlying factors is simple and linear, then a straight path in the phenotypic landscape would produce a straight path in morphospace and vice versa (Fig. 2, c). Even if a path is curved in one, it will be correspondingly curved in the other. This relationship is ideal for inferring underlying factors from morphometric analysis. But if the relationship between phenotypic traits and their underlying factors is complex and non-linear, then a straight path in a phenotypic landscape may produce a curved, convoluted, or broken path in the associated multivariate morphospace (Fig. 2, d). Inferring underlying factors from morphometric data would be challenging if the phenotypic landscape is complex. Furthermore, modeling phenotypic change in the two spaces could produce contradictory results, as discussed below.

Paths that go astray in morphospace:
two hypothetical examples

The potential for paths through morphospace to defy biological principles is illustrated here with two examples of ancestral shape reconstruction.

In geometric morphometrics, the standard method for analyzing phylogenetic patterns of shape evolution is to project a phylogenetic tree into morphospace. Using the phylogenetic generalized least squares (PGLS) method (Martins, Hansen, 1997) or one of its equivalents and a Brownian motion model of evolution, the node shapes are the mean of the tip shapes weighted their branch distances from the node and the branches themselves form straight line between ancestor and descendant (Rohlf, 2002; Klingenberg, Gidaszewski, 2010). The branches form straight lines because, under Brownian motion, the expected outcome of random evolutionary change in a single lineage is equal to the starting trait value and the variance of the outcomes increases linearly with time (Felsenstein, 1973, 1988) (but see discussion of high dimensional random walks below). When applied to the problem of reconstructing node values and branch paths, this statistical expectation means that the most likely path between ancestor and descendant values is the shortest straight line between them.
Antilocaprid horns
In the first example, an ancestral horn configuration is estimated from the profiles of two pronghorns (Fig. 3). *Hexobelomeryx* is an extinct antilocaprid from the Pliocene of North America that had a thick three-pointed horn just above the orbit. “Nasomeryx” is a fictional but biologically plausible animal with a forked horn at the tip of its snout, reminiscent of the nasal horn of the Miocene protoceratid *Synthetoceras*. The profile shapes of these animals, which are identical except for the horns, have been represented by outline curves composed of semilandmarks (landmarks that are spaced along a curve or surface rather than placed individually at homologous points). Semilandmark methods (Bookstein, 1997; MacLeod, 1999; Gunz et al., 2005; Gunz, Mitteroecker, 2013) are frequently used to capture the topology of complex edges or surfaces, especially when surface features like the number of horns differ between taxa (Klingenberg, 2008; Polly, 2008; Gunz, Mitteroecker, 2013). Ancestral node reconstruction on this simple two-branch tree yields the unlikely hypothetical profile at the bottom, “Yeahrightomeryx”. This animal, instead of having a single multipronged horn, has a large cone-shaped horn in the parietal region and a two-pronged horn at mid-snout.

This reconstruction is biologically improbable because of the cone-shape of the parietal horn, the splitting of a single horn into two, and the sliding of horns between one position and the other down the length of the forehead. One would not expect a broad cap-shaped horn structure, or a horn with a
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Ancestral shape reconstruction based on the profile outline of a single base and multiple tips to split at the base into two horns, or the change in horn position from forehead to nose to occur by incremental movement from one location to the other.

Mathematically, however, the “Yeahrightomeryx” reconstruction is completely predictable. In transforming a head with three points into one with two, the shortest mathematical path is simply to sink one of the horns into the domed parietal area of the skull and to slide the other two points halfway from one position to the other. Admittedly this example is contrived. One can rightfully argue that representing a profile as a simple outline is problematic, that other methods of semilandmark placement would make a difference (such as sliding semilandmarks along different axes), or that one should not use semilandmarks at all and, instead, replace them with ordinary landmarks on clearly homologous locations.

Regardless of these niceties, the principles illustrated in this example hold for all morphometric studies. The points in morphospace occupied by real objects represent real biological shapes, but the moment that one interpolates into the empty morphospace between objects the transformation is governed by mathematical rules rather than biological ones. While this fact is not problematic for many applications, attention should be paid to whether lines in a mathematical morphospace map cleanly onto the paths of biological processes if one’s question is about the relationship between phenotypic shape and the biological factors that govern it. Biologically implausible branch paths will be most likely when structures shift positions (heterotopy; Zelditch, Fink, 1996) or are gained and lost completely, like the horns in this example.

**A phenotypic landscape for shell coiling**

In the second example, the consequences of non-linearities in the phenotypic landscape for ancestor reconstruction is illustrated with a sample of shells generated using Raup’s (1961, 1966) shell coiling equations. The basic structure of mollusc and brachiopod shells is the logarithmic spiral that results from growth of the animal, which secretes ever-enlarging increments of shell as it gets bigger. The form of the spiral can be modified with three parameters – \( W, T, \) and \( D \) – to describe almost the full range of shell shapes found in nature. Each shell form is generated by rotating a starting shape that represents the outline of the aperture around a coiling axis. \( W \) is the rate of whorl expansion with each complete revolution around the axis and ranges from 1 to infinity, \( T \) is the rate of translation of the starting shape along the coiling axis and can be any real number, and \( D \) is the proportional distance of the starting shape from the coiling axis, ranging from 0 to 1. The differences in scaling mean that these parameters define an affine trait space, which presents known complexities for estimating trajectories (Mitteroecker, Hutteger, 2009). In cylindrical coordinates, the surface of the shell is described by

\[
\begin{align*}
\theta &= \theta_0 W^{0/2x}, \\
y &= y_0 W^{0/2z} + r_0 T(W^{0/2z} - 1),
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \theta \) is the angle around the coiling axis, \( r \) is the distance from the axis, \( y \) is the position along the axis, and \( r_0 \) and \( y_0 \) are the starting values of \( r \) and \( y \) on the corresponding point on the generating shape (Raup, 1966).

While the shell coiling parameters and generating equations are purely mathematical, they are analogous to developmental genes and the processes that translate gene expression into phenotypes. The logarithmic form of the generating equations and the variation in scaling of the generating parameters create a non-linear relationship between generating parameters and shell shape like the ones illustrated in Fig. 2, \( d \).

Ancestor reconstructions performed in parameter space are markedly different from those performed in geometric morphometric morphospace. Shell shapes were generated that intentionally resemble six taxa, four living (\textit{Nautilus}, \textit{Poromya}, Glypepithema, and \textit{Stenoryx}) and two extinct (\textit{Dalmanella} and \textit{Ilymatogrya}). They are shown along with the parameters used to generate them and the phylogeny of these taxa in Fig. 4, a (the same shells were used to construct the morphospace of Fig. 1).

PGLS was first used to reconstruct ancestral values for the generating parameters. These reconstructions are shown in two ways, first in parameter space (Fig. 4, b) and then in morphospace based on the corresponding outputs of the coiling equations (Fig. 4, c). The nodes are all intermediate between the tip taxa in parameter space, as is expected from a Brownian motion model of evolution, but almost all the nodes fall outside the range of tip shapes when the corresponding shell shapes are projected into the morphospace. This reconstruction, which implies parallel acquisition of the tight coiling of the gastropods and cephalopod on the left side of the morphospace, would be appropriate if evolution has occurred by Brownian change in the underlying parameters.

PGLS was then used to reconstruct ancestral node values directly from the shell shapes (Fig. 4, d). These reconstructions all fall within the range of the tip shapes and there is very little parallelism implied by the branch trajectories. The shapes of these reconstructed ancestors are markedly differ-
Fig. 4. Ancestral reconstruction of six Raupian shells. 

a, Phylogeny of the six shells, their generating parameters, and PGLS ancestral reconstructions. 
b, PGLS ancestral reconstruction in parameter space. 
c, Projection of the tree into geometric morphometric morphospace based ancestral reconstruction of generating parameters. 
d, Ancestral reconstruction based directly on shell shape. 
e, Comparison of the ancestral shapes reconstructed from shell shape and from generating parameters.

Discussion
Real world examples. Hypothetical examples were used to illustrate the potential conflict between mathematically optimized and biologically optimized paths in order to have complete control of the relationship between phenotype and underlying parameters, but there are many real-world examples in which a similar conflict is likely to exist.
For example, mammalian molar tooth phenotypes are generated by cascades of developmental signalling that activates and inhibits cell growth within the developing tooth, growth which changes the spatial relationships between signalling centers and receptors (Jernvall, 1995; Jernvall, Thesleff, 2000). Up- or downregulation of individual signalling molecules in the cascade can produce non-linear changes in seemingly unrelated parts of the phenotype, such as the number of cusps, the presence of lophs, and the number of teeth (Jernvall et al., 2000; Kangas et al., 2004). In fact, incremental changes in the level of expression of activator and inhibitor molecules can produce not only non-linear trajectories in morphospace, but large jumps from one part of morphospace to another as cusps are gained and lost (Salazar-Ciudad, Jernvall, 2004; Harjumaa et al., 2014). The phenotypic landscape of teeth would create non-linear maps between trajectories in morphospace and the space of the underlying molecular parameters much like in the shell example (Polly, 2008, 2015). Indeed, the real developmental processes involved in shell coiling probably operate much like the signalling cascades that control cell proliferation and secretion in teeth and thus produce phenomena like the ones illustrated in the Raup shell coiling example above (Rice, 1998; Marin et al., 2012).

Non-intermediate phenotypes in hybrid animals that result from overdominance effects are another example. If the genetics of phenotypic traits were purely additive, then the phenotype of a hybrid would lie on a line between the parent phenotypes in morphospace. However, the observed phenotypes of hybrids often lie away from a simple transect, as they do in the mandible shape of both mice (Klingenberg et al., 2001) and common shrews (Polly et al., 2013). This phenomenon has been linked to differences between the additive and dominance effects of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) on mandible shape (Klingenberg et al., 2001), which create a non-linear genotype-phenotype map analogous to the ones described above. Like with tooth morphology, the consequence is that the pattern of change in the underlying parameters, especially if it were to be categorized as corresponding to one mode of evolution or another, would be different from the pattern in morphospace.

**Non-linear trajectories in morphospace are expected in some cases.** As described above, the mathematical ordering of morphospace is based on minimizing Procrustes distances and ordinating shapes with PCA. The former defines the scaling between axes that determines what is straight and what is not in the multivariate morphospace and the later defines the coordinate system and, thus, the perspective from which we see trajectories in low dimensional plots like Fig. 1. The former contributes to why linear patterns in underlying parameters may correspond to non-linear trajectories in morphospace (or vice versa), the latter affects our ability to recover the morphospace trajectory. If a phenotypic trajectory is non-linear or if it is not perfectly aligned with the PC axes, its appearance in just one or two dimensions may be misleading. It may also be difficult or impossible to capture with univariate methods, such as performing a regression or ANOVA on just one PC.

A gradational series of highly multivariate shapes can artificially create the appearance of a strongly non-linear trajectory in low dimensional projection (i.e., a two-dimensional PC plot). A gradational series plotted on the first two axes of PC space will usually form a curve or horseshoe because the first PC axis, which describes the axis of greatest variance, tends to separate the first and last members of the series because they are the most different in shape and therefore account for the greatest amount of variation in the data set. Similarly, the second PC separates the middle of the series from its two ends, because that contrast accounts for the greatest amount of shape difference not already described by the first PC. Successive PCs separate successive subdivisions of the series. Bookstein (2012) described this phenomenon in detail for random walk time series and presented statistical expectations for the amount of curvature observed on the first few principle components of morphospace. Examples of real-world gradients in shape that are subject to this phenomenon are ontogenetic series of hominid skulls (Mitteroecker et al., 2005) or anterior-posterior series of vertebrae (Head, Polly, 2015). Phylogenetic trees are examples of branched time series, therefore PC ordinations of species are also subject to the same artefactual effects even though the curvature may be much less noticeable (Polly et al., 2013).

Curved or irregular trajectories can also be caused by the non-linearities of the phenotypic landscape. Raup’s shell coiling equations introduce such non-linearities. Linear change in W produces a broadly curvilinear path in shape space (Polly, Motz, 2017). Changes in parameters controlling the generating shape can produce sigmoid or even complex stair-stepped trajectories in shape space depending on how they interact with the ranks of semilandmarks used to represent the shape (Polly, Motz, 2017).

**Recommendations**

**Consider the possibility of non-linear relationships.** Because of the phenomena described in this paper, care should be taken in making inferences about the factors underlying shape based on analyses conducted in morphospace. In ideal situations the phenotypic landscape is understood so that patterns in morphospace can be translated into expected patterns in the underlying factors (Rice, 2002; Polly, 2008; Bookstein, 2016). However, the phenotypic landscape is seldom known for the complex multivariate phenotypes that are analysed with geometric morphometrics. Caution should therefore be exercised about making inferences about underlying developmental, genetic, or environmental factors from the morphometric analysis of phenotypes alone.

This caution should extend to interpretation of evolutionary patterns. For example, evolutionary model fitting may find that patterns of evolution in morphospace are best explained by Brownian motion, but that would not necessarily imply that evolution in the parameters of the underlying developmental and genetic factors are random. Conversely, a random pattern of change in the underlying factors could produce a non-random pattern of evolution in the phenotypes, as in the example with the snail coiling presented above.

**Always use fully multivariate analytical methods.** Even though PCs are aligned with major axes of variation and the scores of the sample being analysed are uncorrelated from one PC to another, the underlying factors of interest may not be aligned with the PCs. The alignment of the PCs is completely sample dependent – adding or subtracting an additional taxon or enlarging a sample to increase statistical power will reorient the PC axes, but it will not change the underlying relationship
between phenotypic shape and its causal factors (see example based on shell coiling in Polly, Motz, 2017). This means that fully multivariate statistical techniques like multivariate MANOVA or multivariate regression must be used to evaluate the relationship between shape and putative causal factors like environmental differences, locomotor function, or gene expression patterns (Polly et al., 2013; Goolsby, 2015; Uyeda et al., 2015; Bookstein, 2016; Polly, Motz, 2017). Despite widespread practice to the contrary, univariate tests should never be performed on individual PCs, regardless of whether they are statistical tests for differences between groups or fitting evolutionary models.

Avoid linear extrapolations over large shape distances. The potential problems illustrated above will be exacerbated when trajectories are extended over long distances in morphospace. Densely sampled series will be more likely to trace the paths created by non-linear phenotypic landscapes than will sparse samples, thus minimizing the amount of extrapolation that is necessary to reconstruct ancestral shapes or to predict evolutionary outcomes. For phylogenetic problems, consider including fossil taxa to minimize the evolutionary time between nodes and tips. Fossil members of a clade will have shorter branch lengths than its living members and thus helpfully constrain node and branch reconstructions toward the biologically plausible (Polly, 2001; Finarelli, Flynn, 2006; Slater et al., 2012; Gómez-Robles et al., 2013; Slater, Harmon, 2013).

Conclusion

When Belyaev started his experiment with fox domestication he knew very little about the genotype-phenotype map. Selection for tameness produced phenotypic changes similar to those found in domestic dogs, thus demonstrating that pleiotropy between these traits exists in canids and thus may explain the parallel acquisition of similar features in a range of domestic species that are rare in their wild relatives. The foxes are an example of how trajectories in phenotypic space may differ from their associated trajectories in genetic space.

The potential for the mathematics of morphometric spaces to produce shape trajectories that are biologically counterintuitive is very real. The two hypothetical examples described above illustrate two of the main ways in which this can happen: (1) the trajectory may intersect with shapes that are biologically unlikely or even impossible; and (2) the patterns of change in morphospace may have a complex, non-linear relationship with change in underlying genetic, developmental, or environmental factors. While reconstructions of phylogenetic nodes and branches were emphasized here, many other operations that are commonly employed in morphometrics produce trajectories that are subject to the same issues. Estimating selection vectors, evolutionary response vectors, or ontogenetic trajectories are examples mentioned above. Even calculating a mean shape involves a mathematical extrapolation to a new point in morphospace. In principle, all of these operations could produce counterintuitive or contradictory results as readily as the phylogenetic examples shown here.

Care should therefore be taken in making inferences about causal factors or evolutionary processes, especially if the phenotypes being analysed are very different, when the underlying phenotypic landscape is unknown. Potential problems can be minimized with dense sampling, which may involve adding fossil taxa, with fully multivariate statistical methods that are able to fit models with trajectories that cross morphospace axes, and by considering non-linear model fitting when appropriate. The strongest inferences will be those framed as hypotheses based on based a priori evidence that tested for consistency with shape variation rather than inductive identification of causal factors from the shape patterns along. For example, rather than conjecturing that the sequence of shapes along PC 1 in Fig. 1 represents the phenotypic effect a hitherto unrecognized developmental regulatory gene (or whatever), one is on safer grounds predicting the effects on shape of a known regulatory gene and testing how well it explains the observed variation in shape. Most importantly, it should be recognized that trajectory shapes in morphospace may be quite different in the space of the underlying factors. For example, the mode of evolution reconstructed in morphospace (e.g., Brownian motion) may be different in the associated factor space (e.g., directional), which means that inferring whether evolutionary patterns are random may depend on which space is being analysed.

But these cautions are not intended to discourage the use of geometric morphometrics to study evolution. Evolutionary modelling, phylogenetic reconstruction, and statistical testing of factors that may affect evolution of the phenotype can be accomplished productively with morphometrics, as many studies demonstrate. Furthermore, the principle of parsimony dictates that theoretically informed predictions derived from morphospace, such as ancestral shape reconstructions, should be preferred in the absence of evidence to the contrary (e.g., Polly, 2001; Finarelli, Flynn, 2006; Gómez-Robles et al., 2013). Furthermore, fitness is determined by the phenotype, not its underlying factors. Therefore one might expect phenotypic trajectories to incrementally follow paths of selection, whereas trajectories in the underlying factor space may be the ones that trace complex, non-linear paths in response to selection on the phenotype. Some studies of phylogenetic changes in phenotypic evolution in the context of selection for functional performance have recovered predictable change in geometric morphometric morphospace (Polly et al., 2016). One might therefore expect drift and selection processes to differ in the trajectories they trace: drift, which is a process that involves random sampling of the underlying genetic pool, might produce linear transformations in the underlying factors with non-linear responses in the phenotypes, but selection, which is systematic sampling of phenotypic variation, might produce the opposite in situations where the phenotypic landscape is non-linear.
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